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ABSTRACT: In evacuation behavior from the tsunami, street-blockage caused by building damaged by
earthquake increase the number of human damage because evacuees walking speed is decreased. To research
where the congestion tends to occur in evacuation, the utility of an area-wide mesh such as GIS is considered
to be one of the effective methods. In this study, the stochastic evaluation method of human damage in
evacuation from tsunami using area-wide mesh proposed by the authors is extended to the method which can
be considered both the congestion of evacuee. The congestion is assumed to have occurred from the street
blockage caused by the building damaged by the earthquake. The congestion degree is defined by the number
of people per sidewalk area in each mesh. Decrement of walking speed in evacuation is expressed by the
congestion degree. Moreover, using the proposed method, the variations of the number of the human damage
in evacuating from the tsunami by the difference of the evacuation awareness and the congestion by the streetblockage caused by the building damage are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

evaluation method of human damage using the areawide mesh [3], [4]. Variances of walking speed and
tsunami inundation speed have been considered in
the studies. The walking speed of evacuees has been
assumed to be decreased proportionally to sidewalk
width. However, consideration of decrease of the
walking speed by congestion of evacuee is left for
future work.
This study presents a stochastic evaluation
method on the human damage in evacuation from
the tsunami, taking account of the congestion of
evacuees. The area-wide mesh is used to visually
represent the distribution of the human damage in
evacuation from the tsunami. The congestion is
assumed from the street blockage caused by
building damage by large-scale earthquakes. The
congestion degree is defined by the number of
people per sidewalk area of the evacuation route in
each mesh. The decrease of walking speed in
evacuation is expressed by the congestion degree.
Moreover, the variations of the number of the
human damage in evacuating from the tsunami by
the difference of the evacuation awareness and the
congestion by the street-blockage are discussed
using the proposed method.
The originality of this study is in the point of
using stochastic evaluation for the human damage
in evacuating from tsunami considering variances
of the walking speed and the tsunami run-up speed.

The damage estimation for a large-scale natural
disaster caused by an earthquake or tsunami which
may occur in the future has been carried out in Japan.
In many municipalities, to reduce the damage
caused by a natural disaster, disaster prevention and
evacuation plans have been planned by using the
estimation results. The evaluation of the human
damage in the damage estimation is one of the
important items. The human damage from the
tsunami has been usually evaluated for evacuation
behavior from the tsunami. However, in many
studies and damage estimations on human damage,
the effects of building damage, liquefaction of the
ground, and street blockage caused by the largescale earthquake have not been considered. The
evaluation result of the human damage considering
the street-blockage by building damage by largescale earthquake become large because walking
speed of evacuee decrease due to obstacles such as
rubbles and collapsed objects on evacuation route
caused by the earthquake.
As one of an impact to increase the human
damage in evacuation from the tsunami, streetblockage caused by building damage can be
considered. In the previous study, the evaluation of
the human damage in evacuation from tsunami
considering the impact on the street-blockage can
be divided into the following two methods. One is
the numerical method such as the multi-agent model
[1], [2], the other is the method using the area-wide
mesh. The authors have proposed a stochastic

2. OUTLINE OF EVALUATION OF HUMAN
DAMAGE AND ASSUMPTIONS
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2.1 Outline of Human Damage

evacuation route in each mesh [7]. In addition, to
investigate the difference of the human damage by
congestion, the occurrence of earthquakes is
assumed to be in the daytime.
From the above, the evaluation flow on the
human damage in evacuation from a tsunami can be
shown in Fig.1.

The area-wide mesh is used to set up evaluation
conditions and to consider evaluation results.
Population, number of buildings, road network, and
geographical conditions of a target area are
introduced of GIS (Geographic Information
System) data. For the seismic intensity and the
tsunami inundation depth, the average value in the
mesh area is adopted.
Evacuation distance from the evacuation mesh
to the evacuation facility, including the difference
of elevation between mesh, is assumed to be 1.5
times the length of plane distance between the
centers of mesh.
The human damage probability is evaluated by
using the relation between the evacuation time to
the evacuation facility and the tsunami arriving time
to the facility after earthquake occurrence. The
human damage ratio is evaluated by using the
tsunami fragility function represented by the
relation between the tsunami inundation depth and
the human damage [5].
The street-blockage is occurred by the building
damage by large-scale earthquake. The blockage
ratio is evaluated by using the fragility function of
buildings by the earthquake [6].
The walking speed in evacuation is assumed to
be decreased by the congestion of evacuees by the
street blockage. The congestion is defined by the
number of people per sidewalk area of the

2.2 Assumptions in Human Damage Evaluation
The following assumptions are used in the
evaluation.
1) human damage is counted when a person is
caught up in a tsunami.
2) The evacuation method is only to walk.
Walking is only permitted on the sidewalk.
3) The evacuation direction is not toward to coast.
4) Earthquake occurs in the daytime.
5) The evacuation facility is designated for each
evacuation mesh. The damage to evacuation
facilities by the earthquake does not occur.
6) Random variables concerning speed and time
are assumed to follow a normal distribution.
7) Mean value of walking speed is only decreased
by the effect of the congestion. The standard
deviation of the walking speed is assumed to be
not variable for the congestion.
3. EVALUATION METHOD OF HUMAN
DAMAGE
3.1 Human Damage Probability
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The human damage in evacuation from the
tsunami is evaluated for each evacuation mesh. The
human damage probability is analyzed by using the
difference between total time in evacuation
behavior after the earthquake occurrence FE(t) and
the time from tsunami generating to arrival at
evacuation facility FT(t). FE(t) and FT(t) are
assumed to follow normal distribution N(µE, σE)
and N(µT, σT), respectively. It should be noted that
µE and σE are the mean value and standard deviation
of TE. Also, µE and σE are the mean value and
standard deviations of TT.
The mean values of TE and TT are expressed by
the following equations;
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(1)

µT = t P + t R

(2)

where tS is the start time of evacuation after the
earthquake, tW is the mean value of random
variables of the walking time TW obtained by the
walking speed and the distance from the start point
of evacuation to the evacuation facility, tP is the
tsunami propagation time from the epicenter to the

Damage

Injury
(survive)

µ E = t S + tW

No survive

Fig.1 Evaluation flow of human damage
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Fig.2 Human survival probability curve
coast, and tR is the mean value of random variables
of the tsunami run-up time TR obtained by the runup speed and the distance from the coast to the
evacuation facility.
The mean values and the standard deviations of
tW and tR in this study have to be evaluated as the
inverse function because the walking speed in
evacuation VWE and the tsunami ran-up speed VT
defined as normal distributions are used. The mean
value µ1/X and the standard deviation σ1/X of an
inverse function of a positive normal variable X
with mean value µX and standard deviation σX are
given by the following equations [8];
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(b) Non-wooden structure
Fig.3 Fragility curve for buildings

(3)

probability functions FE(t) and FT(t) are shown in
Fig.2.
In addition, the survival probability PS can be
expressed by using PD as follows;

(4)

µM 
PS = 1 − PD = Φ

σM 

A decrease in the walking speed is assumed to
be occurred by the congestion of the evacuee by the
street blockage. The decrease of the walking speed
is evaluated for each evacuation mesh. The streetblockage is occurred by the building damage by
large-scale earthquake.
Fragility curves of buildings for seismic motion
shown in Fig.3 [7] are used for the evaluation of the
street blockage. In Fig.3, C.D. is destroyed, C.P.D.
is completely and partially destroyed. The fragility
is evaluated for each structural type, construction
year, and destruction type.
The street-blockage ratio is evaluated for each
mesh using the destruction ratio of buildings
obtained by using the fragility curve. Evaluation
equation for the street-blockage ratio Rd is given as
follows [7];

(5)

where, Φ is the standard normal distribution
function with N(0, 1), µM and σM are given by the
following equations;

µ M = µT − µ E

(6)

σ M = σ T2 + σ E2

(7)

(8)

3.2 Decrease Ratio of Walking Speed by
Congestion

The mean value and the standard deviation of TW
and TR can be evaluated by using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4),
respectively.
The human damage probability PD in evacuation
can be provided by the following equation.

µM 
PD = 1 − Φ

σ
 M
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The human survival probability curve and the
probability density function of fE(t) and fT(t) of
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where WS is the road width and Ddr is the destruction
ratio given by the following equation [7];

Ddr = Dcr +

D pr
2

(10)

where, Dcr and Dpr are the complete and partial
destruction of the building, respectively, which can
be evaluated by using fragility. The width of the
street-blockage Web can be obtained by multiplying
Ddr and Ws.
The decrease ratio Rwd of the walking speed by
the congestion is evaluated for each mesh by the
following procedure.
1) Evaluating the sidewalk area in usual condition
Asw by subtracting the roadway area Ar and the
road shoulder area Ars from the total road area in
the mesh.
2) Evaluating the sidewalk width in usual
condition Wsw by dividing the sidewalk area Asw
by the road length Lr in the mesh.
3) Evaluating the sidewalk width by the streetblockage Wswb by the difference between Wsw
and Web.
4) Evaluating the sidewalk area considered the
street-blockage Aswb by multiplying Wswb and
evacuation route length in mesh Lr.
5) Evaluating the congestion degree Rc by dividing
the population in mesh Np by Aswb.
6) Obtain the decreased ratio of the walking speed
Rwd by using Rc.
7) Evaluating the mean value of walking speed in
evacuation vWE by multiplying the mean value
of the walking speed in usual condition vW and
Rwd.
The relation between the decrease ratio of the
walking speed Rwd and the congestion degree Rc is
given in Fig.4 [7].

Fig.7 Tsunami inundation depth

4.1 Area-Wide Mesh, Population, and Number
of Buildings
The area-wide mesh of the target area is shown
in Fig.5. The mesh size is 250m x 250m. The
population in mesh and the location of the
evacuation facilities are also shown in the figure.
The population is 26,250 persons. The population is
large in the west and part of the east.
Building distribution is shown in Fig.6. The
number of building in the target area is 8,088;
wooden buildings is 813 and non-wooden is 7,275.
In addition, geographical conditions, hazard map
information of tsunami and seismic intensity, and
statistical data of the target area are used to the mesh.
4.2 Scenario earthquake
The scenario earthquake used in this study is a
Yaeyama islands southern offshore earthquake [9]
which moment magnitude (Mw) has been estimated
to be 9.0. The Seismic intensity on the target area
by the earthquake is assumed to be 6-. The intensity
of 6- indicates in the range of greater or equal 5.5
and less than 6.0 of measured seismic intensity
defined by the Japan Meteorological Agency [10].

4. EVALUATION CONDITIONS

4.3 Tsunami
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:Evacuation direction

Table 1 Population ratio for evacuation awareness
Evacuation behavior
Evacuation
No
awareness Immediately After work Urgency
evacuation
level
(High)
(Low)
(Low)
(Low)
High
80%
10%
5%
5%
Normal
50%
25%
15%
10%
Low
15%
35%
30%
20%

Fig.9 Evacuation route

Table 2 Start time of evacuation

The tsunami inundation depth of the target area
obtained by the damage estimation result on the
scenario earthquake is used.
The tsunami inundation depth is shown in Fig.7.
In addition, the maximum tsunami height is 22m
and the arriving time of the tsunami first wave is 16
minutes [9]. The mean value of tsunami run-up
speed vT is evaluated by using the following
equation [11];
vT = 1.1 gh

Immediately

After
work

Urgency

5 min.

15 min.

tsunami arriving
time

Table 3 Evaluation results of human damage
Evacuation
awareness
level
High
Normal
Low

(11)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and the
tsunami inundation depth. The standard deviation
σT of the tsunami run-up speed is assumed 0.1vT in
this study.

Damaged population (persons)
Without congestion

Congestion

7,130
13,501
20,941

9,918
15,245
21,465

the congestion nor the street-blockage are discussed.
Evaluation results of the human damage
distribution for different evacuation awareness are
shown in Fig.9 and the number of the human
damage is shown in Table 3. The number of human
damage becomes large with decreasing evacuation
awareness. The number of human damage increases
in some meshes for a high level of evacuation
awareness. The number of the damage increases in
the west and part of the east for the low level of
awareness.

4.4 Evacuation
Evacuation routes are shown in Fig.9. The red
arrow in the figure is the evacuation direction.
The evacuation behavior is divided into four
types: evacuation immediately, evacuation after
work, urgency evacuation, and no evacuation. The
evacuation awareness is categorized into three
types; high, normal, and low awareness. Population
for this awareness is grouped by combining the four
types of evacuation behavior [6]. The population
ratio for evacuation awareness is shown in Table 1.
The start time of evacuation for several conditions
is shown in Table 2.
The mean value vW and the standard deviation
σW of walking speeds are used statistical results for
middle-aged in the previous study [12]. vW is
1.34m/s and σW is 0.167m/s.

5.2 Evaluation Results with Congestion
Evaluation results of the human damage under
the condition with the congestion by the streetblockage are discussed.
5.2.1 Building Damage
The destruction ratio of the building is shown in
Fig.10. The destruction ratio can be evaluated by
using the fragility function shown in Fig.3. The
destruction is large in the west and part of the east.
The ratios are 0.1 to 0.15 for the mesh with a large
number of buildings and 0.05 to 0.1 for the mesh
with a small number of buildings. The number of
destroyed buildings is 404 and that of partially
destroyed is 750.

5. EVALUATION RESULTS OF HUMAN
DAMAGE
The human damage in evacuation from tsunami
using the proposed method is discussed by the
difference of the evacuation awareness and the
effect of the congestion by the street-blockage.

5.2.2 Congestion of evacuee
The congestion degree for each evacuation mesh
by the street blockage caused by the building
damage is shown in Fig.11. The congestion tends to

5.1 Evaluation Results without Congestion
The human damage under the condition neither
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increase in the evacuation mesh with a large
population and to pass the route in the serious
damage of the building. The walking speed in
evacuation decreases for the applicable mesh.

building collapse was presented. The number of the
human damage by the difference of the evacuation
awareness and the congestion was discussed.
The following conclusions can be drawn.
1) The human damage considering the congestion
increases than that of the result of without the
congestion despite the difference of the
evacuation awareness.

5.2.3 Human damage
Evaluation results of the human damage
distribution for different evacuation awareness are
shown in Fig.12 and the number of the human
damage is also shown in Table 3. The human
damage, considering the congestion, is larger than
that of the result without the congestion despite the
difference in the evacuation awareness. The human
damage for the high awareness is 1.39 times larger
than that of the result without the congestion. The
normal awareness and the low awareness are 1.13
times and 1.03times larger than those of the results
without the congestion. The human damage,
considering the congestion in the evacuation,
increases despite the difference in the evacuation
awareness.

Seismic
damage
ratio of
building
(-)

Fig.10 Destruction ratio of building
Congestion
degree of
people
(person/m2)

6. CONCLUSIONS
A stochastic evaluation method of the human
damage in the evacuation from tsunami considering
the congestion by the street-blockage caused by the

Fig.11 Congestion degree by street-blockage

Human damage: 7,130 (person) Human
damage
(person)

Human damage: 9,918(person) Human
damage
(person)

(a) High evacuation awareness

(a) High evacuation awareness

Human damage: 13,501(person) Human
damage
(person)

Human damage: 15,245(person) Human
damage
(person)

(b) Normal evacuation awareness

(b) Normal evacuation awareness

Human damage: 20,941(person) Human
damage
(person)

Human damage: 21,465(person) Human
damage
(person)

(c) Low evacuation awareness

(c) Low evacuation awareness

Fig.9 Human damage distribution in evacuation
from tsunami without congestion

Fig.12 Human damage distribution in evacuation
from the tsunami with congestion
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pp.320-331. (in Japanese)
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2) The impact of the congestion is enormous. Even
if the evacuation awareness is high, the human
damage increases because the walking speed is
decreased.
3) To consider the congestion by the streetblockage caused by building collapse is
important in the evaluation of the human
damage in evacuation from the tsunami.
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